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§1. Feature design, language selection, and coding policy
§1.1. Description of the feature-hierarchical model
In the dataset, we have used a model for typological/morphosyntactic feature coding, labelled featurehierarchical model. A basic aim is to create datasets fulfilling the requirements of phylogenetic analysis,
which means that they should be symmetrical, commensurable, and complete. Like other similar
databases, e.g., WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013) or AUTOTYP (Bickel & Nichols, 2002a), datasets
are based on comparative concepts (Haspelmath, 2010), which in the current dataset have been adapted
to the geographic area Eurasia, including the families Indo-European, Uralic, Turkic, North-East
Caucasian, North-West Caucasian, Kartvelian, and Basque. We use a hierarchical model of feature
design, equivalent to the multivariate (Bickel, 2007) or micro-variate (Round, 2013) models, with four
levels of comparative concepts of increasing granularity, where the lowest level is Boolean (figure 1).
We define a main typological grid, generally corresponding to chapters or domains of WALS (Dryer &
Haspelmath, 2013), which we divide into features, roughly corresponding to sub-chapters of WALS,
which we in turn define by variants, which can be coded as ‘1’, ‘0’, or NA. An important part of the
feature design is to define basic patterns (e.g., of alignment, agreement, word order), which we use as a
matrix, testing against various domains of language (e.g., clause structure, tense, word class of core
arguments). At the lowest level, features come out as a string of Boolean numbers (variant codes) in a
language. These strings typically represent property generalizations such as “active”, “ergative”,
“agglutinating”, “fusional”, “left-branching”, or alike. Compared to property generalizations, the
Boolean strings are more suitable for computational analysis, since they allow a measure of patterns
with a higher degree of granularity. We will describe and evaluate the model in further detail below,
under the chapter for each grid.

Figure 1. Graph illustrating the feature-hierarchical model for feature design, used in the dataset
DiACL/ Typology.
In our model, we have also tried to consider the problem of logical dependence between variables
(Longobardi, Guardiano, Silvestri, Boattini, & Ceolin, 2013; Maddison, 1993), which we implement in
the feature-hierarchy.
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A further issue is the selection of features for comparison. Here, it is possible to apply a position from a
bird-eye’s overview to a very detailed level of local adaptation and granularity. Standards are set through
datasets such as WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013), SAILS (Muysken et al., 2014), AUTOTYP
(Bickel & Nichols, 2002b) or EUROTYP ("Eurotyp," 1998).

§1.2. Dataset: basic principles, selection of features and languages
In the dataset DiACL/ Typology/ Eurasia, we target a continuous language area with a known long
history of linguistic records: the Indo-European language continuum, which we extend by adjacent
languages from other families.
The dataset has two dimensions of restriction: an areal dimension (e.g., the coverage of a specific
geographic area, see fig. 2), and a temporal dimension (from present time to the earliest textual
attestations). We have selected the domains of alignment, nominal morphology, tense, verbal
morphology. Here, we select features and variants known to be of significance for the area in synchrony
(Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013; Kortmann & Auwera, 2011; Nichols, 1998), but to constrain features and
variants with respect to diachrony, so that we can populate the dataset with data from ancient languages.
We use a combined matrix and questionnaire of feature variants for filling data from grammars as well
as from fieldwork. For historical doculects, we use reliable grammatical descriptions, for modern
languages, we use grammatical descriptions as well as language consultants. We also follow the general
principle of exact sourcing of every datapoint in the dataset.
The dataset includes Indo-European, adjacent languages from different families, and, as far as possible,
earlier states of contemporary languages, dead branches, as well as later stages of migrated languages,
from the earliest sources up to the modern period. We include as many dialects/languages as possible
from the Indo-Aryan group Romani, including also mixed varieties. See figure 2 and table 1 for an
overview of languages in the dataset.

Figure 2. Languages in DiACL/ Typology/ Eurasia
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Table 1. Number and type of languages in DiACL/ Typology/ Eurasia
Family

Type

Time frame

Number

Indo-European

Archaic

-2000 - -500

3

Ancient

-500 - +500

5

Medieval

+500 - +1500

29

Modern

+1500 - +2000

79

Migratory (Romani)

+1500 - +2000

10

Uralic

Modern

+1500 - +2000

4

Turkic

Modern

+1500 - +2000

6

NE Caucasian

Modern

+1500 - +2000

4

NW Caucasian

Modern

+1500 - +2000

1

Kartvelian

Medieval

+500 - +1500

1

Modern

+1500 - +2000

4

Modern

+1500 - +2000

2

Basque
TOTAL

148

§1.3. Coding policies
To begin, we identify a couple of basic problems that we assume would affect the outcome of the coding
on a larger basis. Some of these depend on the presence of contemporary and ancient languages of the
dataset:
1) How do we code variants so that the strings of ‘1’ and ‘0’ become representative and
commensurable between languages of different families and languages of different time
periods?
2) How do we deal with an ongoing change within an attested languages state?
3) How do we deal with polymorphism and well as uncertainty of property coding (e.g., in ancient
languages)?
We have used a policy aiming at a maximal symmetry of ‘1’ and ‘0’ at the lowest (feature-variant) level
of the coding hierarchy. The Boolean coding method enables, in case of a feature with two variants, the
options: ‘1’/‘0’, ‘0’/‘1’, ‘1’/‘1’, ‘0’/‘0’, or NA (for both). In the case of uncertainty or possible
polymorphism, we have adapted the following policy:








‘1’/‘0’, ‘0’/‘1’: A natural, dominating behavior of a feature can be identified. A recurrent
problem is that the decision can be hard to make, in particular when there is an ongoing change
or there are available corpora giving statistical information about the feature’s behaviour and
the domination of the one or other behaviour is not entirely obvious.
‘1’/‘1’: The language possesses polymorphic behavior and no natural, dominant behavior can
be identified. A problem is that this definition often is problematic and hard to make in an
individual language (cf. previous point).
‘0’/‘0’: This coding means that the targeted feature is impossible or non-existent in the language.
As an example, we might think of infinitive word order in a language that does not possess a
morphological infinitive.
NA: This type of coding means that the category might exist (cf. previous point), but we do not
have enough knowledge about its behavior to code either ‘1’ or ‘0’. A problem of this coding is
that it could imply both “it’s unknowable” and “we don’t know enough about it”.
4
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In the following chapters, we will look more in detail at the implications of the coding patterns for
selected features.

§1.4. Transforming ancient languages into numbers
The compilation of a dataset with features of contemporary and ancient languages constitutes a great
challenge. Our aim is to make differences between ‘1’ and ‘0’ meaningful for both computational
analysis of clusterings of languages, analysis of change, i.e., gains (0 → 1) and losses (1 → 0) in the
data, as well as analysis of evolutionary patterns in the datasets.
An important issue is to avoid lacunae in the data, a relevant problem to ancient, literary languages.
Therefore, we have adapted our dataset to focus on features that are extractable from grammars or
corpora of ancient languages, as well as adapted the number of languages by excluding ancient
languages below a threshold of 85% data coverage. A recurring problem has been that grammars of
ancient languages often pay little attention to typological information, such as word order. Besides, only
a handful of ancient languages have available corpora.

§2. Word order
Word order (also: constituent order) plays an important role in typological research (Comrie, 1989;
Greenberg, 1966; Nichols, 1992). The role of pragmatics, topicalization, information structure, and
recursion, or the definition of boundaries between “free” and “fixed” word order are important aspects
of word order typology. Word order embraces 12 chapters of WALS (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013), and
occupies a central role in, e.g., the EUROTYP project (Siewierska, 1998). For this domain, there is a
rich background literature as concerns contemporary languages.

§2.1. Feature design: an overview
Using a matrix of basic patterns, we divide word order into a number of features with reference to order
of core constituents S/A, O, and V, head and modifier in NPs, relative markers, and clause structure.
The targeted features are listed in table 2, together with number of occurring variants and attested
combinations of ‘1’ and ‘0’ in the dataset.
Table 2. Grid Word order: features, occurring variants (V), attested combinations of ‘1’ and ‘0’ (C), and
explanation
GRID
Word Order

5

FEATURE
Adpositions

V
2

C
4

EXPLANATION
Noun/ adposition word order

Noun-adjective
Noun-relative clause

2
2

3
4

Noun/ adjective word order
Noun/ relative clause word order

Noun-Possessor
WH-element
Main clause

2
2
4

3
4
5

Noun/ possessor word order
Position of WH-element
Main clause SOV word order

Subordinate clause

4

5

Subordinate clause SOV word order

Infinitive
Participle
Clitic pronouns finite verb

2
2
3

4
4
5

Infinitive OV word order
Participle OV word order
Clitic pronoun finite verb word order

Clitic pronouns infinitive

3

5

Clitic pronoun infinitive word order

Clitic pronouns participle

3

5

Clitic pronoun participle word order
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§2.2. Word order in ancient languages
There is also a rich literature in word order change from a diachronic perspective, e.g., (Bauer, 2000;
Hirt, 1937; Lühr, 2015; Schmidt, 1982). Well-documented ancient languages, such as Vedic, Classical
Latin and Greek, for which tagged corpora are available, are well provided with literature on aspects of
word order, e.g., (Danckaert, 2015; Matic, 2003; Zimmer, 1976). In these languages, basic word order
is often described as “free” or vacillating in important aspects, such as OV/VO. Factors such as
topicalization, formulaic language, style, and metrics play an important role in explaining the variety.
In our data, key questions for coding are: 1) How do we identify a default word order?, 2) How do we
deal with a continuous change? 3) When do we code polymorphic behaviour?
As a key principle, we try to rely on corpus-based studies in deciding upon coding. In the case of a
change, we try to use the archaic, more “classical” variant as the selected preference. However, this is
not always an easy decision to make, and, by necessity, the coding set-up of a language represents a
simplification of a diverse and variating reality of a literary language.
Looking at word order variation and change in Classical Latin, which has been described by, e.g.,
(Danckaert, 2015), we know that, like in most other ancient languages, both SVO, SOV, and OSV occur
in the classical literature (example 1). Looking at the statistics of change over time (table 3), we can
identify a change in favor of VO in later literature over OV in classical literature, which becomes
standard in Late Latin. This is not reflected in our selected coding for Latin (table 4). Instead, our coding
reflects a static Classical Latin scenario, which might cause a problem to analyses of change of this
particular feature in relation to the phylogenetic tree: an automation of the change of this feature from
Latin to the early Romance languages (e.g., Old French, Old Italian, Old Spanish) comes out as a number
of parallel changes from SOV → SVO/V2, whereas the situation, in reality, was that the transition from
SOV → SVO happened once, between Classical and Late Latin.
Example (1). Word orders in classical Latin (Danckaert, 2015)
nec
Hannibal
detractuit
certamen
and.not
Hannibal/NOM
evade/PF.3SG
battle/ACC
“and Hannibal did not avoid battle” (Liv.aUc27.12.11)
ibi
Hannibal
castra
habebat
there
Hannibal/NOM
camp/ACC have/IMPF.3SG
“there Hannibal held his army” (Liv.aUc 21.45.4)
ceteros
Hannibal …
in
castra
other/ACC.M.PL
Hannibal/NOM
in
camp/ACC
recepit
receive/PF.3SG
“the others Hannibal received in his camp” (Liv. aUc 29.7.9)

SVO

SOV

OSV

Table 3. Change in percentages of OV vs. VO in classical Latin. Simplification after (Danckaert, 2015)
Author
Plautus
Terentius
Cicero
Caesar
Pompei inscriptions
Terentianus
Vetus
Vulgata

Period
225-190 BCE
166-160 BCE
Ca. 60 BCE
Ca. 50 BCE
Ca. 75 ACE
Ca. 120 ACE
Ca. 350 ACE
C. 390-405 ACE

% OV
62
67
67
82
64
28
10
65

% VO
38
33
33
18
35
72
90
35
6
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Table 4. Selected Word order codings for Latin and Old French in DiACL/ Eurasia/ Typology
Feature
Adpositions
Noun-adjective
Noun-relative clause
Noun-possessor
WH-element
Main clause
Subordinate clause

Variant in Latin
Prep
NA
NRel
N-Poss
WH-initial
SOV
SOV

Variant in Old French
Prep
NA
NRel
N-Poss
WH-initial
V2
SOV

In Ancient Greek, we have a similar situation. As described by, e.g., (Celano, 2013; Dik, 1995; Lühr,
2015; Matic, 2003), texts, from Homeric to Classical and New Testament Greek, allow for a great
variation (see example 2 and table 5, 6), which might have a number of causes, of which pragmatics and
topicalization seems to be the most prominent. Some scholars (Haug, 2009; Matic, 2003) propose that
a classification of Top – Foc order would be more suitable for languages such as Ancient Greek.
Example (2). Word order in Classical Greek
Histiaîe
basileùs
Dareîos
táde
Histiaeus
king/NOM.SGDarius/NOM this/ACC
say/PR.3SG
‘Histiaeus, Darius the king says the following’ (Hdt. 5.24.1)

légei

SOV

strouthò-n
dè
oudeìs
élaben
ostrich-ACC.SG
PTC
nobody/NOM.SG catch/AOR.3SG
‘An ostrich, nobody caught.’ (Xen. An. 1.5.3)

OSV

Table 5. Word order distributions in Classical and NT Greek. Data from (Ebeling, 1903; Haug, 2009)
Word order
Classical Attic (5-4 ct BCE)
NT main clauses (1st ct ACE)
SOV
44,5
20,2
SVO
20,8
52,9
OSV
15,0
4,5
VOS
7,1
9,3
VSO
6,7
8,5
OVS
5,8
4,6
OV
VO

65
25

29
71

Table 6. Verbal positions in Classical Greek. After (Lühr, 2015)
Author:
Verbs total
V1
V2
Vend
V middle

7

Homer
196
22
30
41 (21%)
103 (53%)

Thycidides
163
18
13
59 (36%)
73 (45%)

Isocrates
87
9
2
32
44

Plutarch
110
13
12
19
66 (60%)

Longus
22
5
7
5
5

Total
587
67
64
156 (27%)
291 (50%)
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A great variety in word orders is also present in Tocharian, both in A and B (examples 3-5). OV order
occurs, both in metric and non-metric texts (examples 4-5), even though it seems to more prominent in
metric texts (Carling, 2017; Zimmer, 1976). Even so, a default word order can be identified with
relatively great certainty (Carling, 2017; Schmidt, 1982).
Example (3). Tocharian A order AN, SOV, and POSS-N (A1 a1)
kāsu
ñom-klyu
tsraṣi-śśi
śäk
good/NOM.SG
name-reputation/NOM.SG energetic-GEN.PL
ten
kälyme-ntw-aṃ
sätk-atär
direction-OBL.PL-LOC
spread-PR.3SG
”the good name and reputation of the energetic ones is spreading in ten directions” (A1 a1),
Example (4). Tocharian A subordinate clause with O-S-Subj.-V (A 73 b4, metrical)
puk
wramn-aṃ
käpñune
säm
kuprene
all
thing-LOC
love
he/NOM.SG.M.
if
krop-i-tär
collect-OPT-3SG.MP
”if he compiled together all his love to all things” (A 73 b4, metrical)

ṣyak
together

Example (5). Tocharian A OSV (A 151 b4, non-metrical)
umparñ-aṃ
wkäṃ
ya-ṣ
säm
ñare-yntw-aṃ
evil-OBL.SG.M
manner/OBL.SG go/3SG.PR he/NOM.SG hell-OBL.PL-LOC
kuprene
cma-tär
if
be born/SUBJ-3SG.MP
”he [having] evil manner goes to hell, if reborn” (A151 b4, not metrical)
Compared to the cases of Latin and Greek, mentioned earlier in the text, Tocharian is different. Though
being entirely a literary language, attested from a relatively long period of time (Tocharian A ca. 5001000 ADE, Tocharian B ca. 400-1100 ADE), there is no traceable ongoing typological change, e.g., in
word order, from earlier to later texts (this assumption should be founded on statistical evidence from
corpora, such as CeToM (http://www.univie.ac.at/tocharian/).
In sum, word order is a type of feature where we have a variation in a documented corpus of a language,
for which our model forces upon a selection either of a preferred variant or polymorphic behaviour
(coding both/all variants). For our policy see §1.3.
A problem is how to deal with an attested change. In the current model, where there are languages, e.g.,
Latin, Classical Greek, Tocharian A or Tocharian B, there is no way to distinguish a changing from a
static language. This might have a potential impact on computational models. E.g., Latin is coded as
SOV, whereas the Old Romance languages are coded as SVO. A computational model unaware of the
fact that the change SOV → SVO happened once in Latin, might interpret the change SOV → SVO as
if it happened multiple times in parallel between Latin and Old Romance languages, which we know
not to be the case. A possible way out is to add further language states into the database, such as, ”Late
Latin”, ”Koine Greek”, ”NT Greek”. However, if we cut languages into smaller units (e.g., stages,
dialects), we need to reconsider commensurability over the entire set. For this reason, we do not divide
languages into smaller units, even though there is an ongoing changer for an individual feature.
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§3. Nominal morphology
§3.1. Feature design: an overview
The grid Nominal morphology targets nominal and pronominal case, gender, number, noun class
distinctions, definiteness, gender and preposition agreement (see table 7). The grid spans over several
WALS chapters (Dryer & Haspelmath, 2013). The selection of features and variants aim at capturing
the diversity of the area with respect to morphological patterns of nouns and pronouns. To exemplify,
we will consider the feature Nominal morphology: nominal case.
Table 7. Grid Nominal morphology: features, occurring variants (V), attested combinations of ‘1’ and
‘0’ (C), and explanation
GRID
Nominal
morphology

FEATURE
Nominal cases

V C
9 47

Pronominal cases

7 20

Case marking
Gender/ noun class
Definiteness marking
Gender agreement
Preposition
agreement

5
4
5
1
1

9
9
13
2
2

EXPLANATION
Organization and morphological type of
nominal cases
Organization and morphological type of
pronominal cases
Elements of NP with obligatory case marking
Gender/ noun class distinctions
Elements of NP with definiteness marking
Gender agreement on the adjective
Occurrence of preposition agreement

§3.2. Feature Nominal morphology/ Nominal case
The feature has 9 features variants and 47 different attested combinations of ‘1’ and ‘0’ (see table 7). Of
the variants, 7 target type and number of cases, aiming at the extent of the case system. Beyond that, the
two variants AGGL.CASE.NR and AGGL.CASE aim at capturing the typological profile of the
architectural design of a case system.
In Eurasian languages, belonging to both Indo-European, Turkish, Uralic, and Kartvelian, North-East
and North-West Caucasian families, there are several distinct types of case systems, ranging from
isolating over fusional to agglutinating, and with several systems which represent mixtures between
these states. In the dataset, the values AGGL.CASE.NR and AGGL.CASE with the variants ‘1’/‘1’,
‘1’/‘0’, and ‘0’/‘0’, aim at capturing the typological profile. For typological classifications of case
systems we have the aspects of segmentability, i.e., synchronic ability to segment morphemes in case
forms, concatenativity, i.e., how morphemes are aligned with respect to each other (Bickel & Nichols,
2007, pp. 181-182; Haspelmath & Sims, 2013, p. 34ff.), and exponence, i.e., the density of features and
values of morphemes (Bickel & Nichols, 2007, p. 188; Haspelmath & Sims, 2013, p. 82ff.). Generally,
agglutinating case systems are segmented, concatenative, and display a separative exponence (i.e.,
features/values, such as case, number, gender, are distributed over morphemes), whereas fusional case
systems are less clearly segmented, non-concatenative, and display non-separative exponence.
In our definition, the variant AGGL.CASE.NR (“Are plural cases formed by combining an (infixed)
plural affix and case affix in an agglutinative manner?”) targets the way in which the distinction of
number is built up in case systems. If the distinction is segmented and concatenative with respect to
case, e.g., by means of infixation or base allomorphy, then the answer to this question is yes. If number
distinction is integrated and cumulative with case, then the answer is no. The variant AGGL.CASE
(“Are there cases which are visibly agglutinative, i.e., built up by several distinct, segmentable affixes?”)
targets the typological profile of case. If most or several cases are agglutinating, i.e., they are segmented,
concatenative, and have a separative exponence, the answer is yes. Else, e.g., if case is cumulative with
number or gender, the answer is no. In theory, these two features should be able to capture most of the
9
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typological diversity of Eurasian languages. There are, however, several cases where this distinction
comes short.
The combination ‘0’/‘0’ targets a more or less completely fusional systems, such as Classical Greek (ex.
6). In this system, there are no or very few traces of segmented, concatenative coding of number. The
combination ‘0’/‘0’ also targets case-free languages, such as Swedish. Therefore, as described above, it
is important to consider variants in our classification not as independent items, but as dependent feature
values. The difference between languages such as Classical Greek and Swedish is mirrored through the
entire feature Nominal case (table 8).
The combination ‘1’/‘1’, targets typically agglutinating systems, such as Turkish (ex. 7), with
segmented, concatenative morphemes and separative exponence. However, our distinction is not
capable of distinguishing an agglutinating system like Turkish from a mixed system of the type that
occurs in Tocharian (ex. 8), or in Romani, where there is fusional inflection in core cases. Both these
types receive the marking ‘1’/‘1’.
On the other hand, there are in the database a couple of systems that have the property of forming
segmented, concatenative number marking which have non-separative exponence elsewhere in the case
system. An example is the complex and archaic system of Luwian (ex. 9).

Table 8. Overview of variants of the feature Nominal morphology/ Nominal case (note that the order
of variants is alphabetical).
VARIANT
>7 Cases
AGGL.CASE.NR
AGGL.CASE
DAT

GEN
GEN/DAT
OBL-Cases
O-case

VOC

QUESTIONNAIRE (y/n = 1/0)
Are there more than 7 cases?
Are plural cases formed by combining an (infixed) plural affix and a case affix in
an agglutinative manner?
Are there any cases which are visibly agglutinative, i.e., built up by several
distinct, segmentable affixes?
Is there a specific case form for the recipient, which is different from the case
form of, e.g., the object? (E.g. The man gives a book (O) to the child (DAT))
Is there a special case form to express genitive, which is different from the
agent/object case?
Is there a special noun form to express genitive, which is not the the same as
dative (recipient) case?
Are there any cases besides agent, object, genitive, dative, and vocative? (E.g.,
local cases)
Are there different noun forms for agent and object case? (English: 0 (no cases)
Russian: 1 (different noun forms for accusative and nominative) Basque: 1
(different noun forms for ergative and absolutive)
Is there a special noun form to express vocative which is not the same as agent
or object case?

10
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Table 9. Coding patterns for Nominal morphology/ Nominal case in Swedish, Classical Greek, Tocharian
A, Turkish, and Romani (Sinte)
FEATURE

Swedish

>7 Cases
AGGL.CASE.NR
AGGL.CASE
DAT
GEN
GEN/DAT
OBL-Cases
O-case
VOC

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Classical
Greek
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

Tocharian
A
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0

Turkish
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Romani
(Sinte)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Example (6). Case system of Classical Greek (Blomqvist & Jastrup, 1991, p. 41)
Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.
Voc.

Sg.
neaníās
neaníou
neanía᷂s
neaníān
neaníā

Pl.
neaníai
neaníôn
neaníais
neaníās

Example (7). Case system of Turkish
Absolute
Accusative
Genitive
Dative
Locative
Ablative

Singular
—
-(y)i
-(n)in
-(y)e
-de
-den

Plural
-ler
-ler-i
-ler-in
-ler-e
-ler-de
-ler-den

Example (8). Case system of Tocharian A (Carling, 2000)
Nom.
Obl.
Gen.
Instr.
Perl.
Com.
All.
Abl.
Loc.
11

Sg.
yuk
yuk
yukes
yuk-yo
yuk-ā
yuk-aśśäl
yuk-ac
yuk-äṣ
yuk-aṃ

Pl.
yukañ
yuk-as
yukaśśi
yuk-as-yo
yuk-as-ā
yuk-as-aśśäl
yuk-as-ac
yuk-as-äṣ
yuk-as-aṃ
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Example (9). The case system of Hieroglyphic/ Cuneiform Luwian (Melchert, 2003)
Nom.Anim.
Acc.Anim.
Voc.
Nom.-Acc.Nt.
Ergative
Genitive
Dat.-Loc.
Abl.Instr.

Sg.
-š
-n
[-Ø]
-Ø, -n
-antiš
---, -as, -asi
-i
-ati

Pl.
-nzi
-nz(a)
Nominative
-a, [-Ø]
-antinzi
---, -as, -asi
-anz(a)
-ati

§4. Verbal morphology and Tense
Under Verbal morphology we target agreement patterns, i.e., inflectional morphology of verbs with
respect to their syntactic environment (Bickel & Nichols, 2007, pp. 169-171). We use the same principle
as with alignment, which means that we define a matrix, which we match against core constituents in
various tenses. The matrix defined, cf., (Baerman & Brown, 2013) include Full agreement, i.e., with
reference to person and number, Gender agreement, aiming at agreement with respect to gender, as
found in, e.g., Pashto (Brugman & David, 2014, chapter 8), and No agreement, as in, e.g., Swedish
(Holmes & Hinchliffe, 2003, p. 214ff.). These agreement types are tested against the core constituents
S/A, O, and the case of the Recipient or Extended core (dative). As with alignment, we check agreement
patterns against present progressive and past tense, yielding six different agreement features (see table
10) plus allocutive agreement, which we have added for the inclusion of Basque.

Table 10. Features, occurring variants (V), attested combinations of ‘1’ and ‘0’ (C), and explanation, for
the grids Verbal morphology and Tense in the dataset DiACL/ Typology/ Eurasia.
GRID
Verbal
morphology

Tense

FEATURE
Simple past, A

V C
3 6

Simple past, O

3 5

Simple past, DAT

3 4

Present progressive, A

3 5

Present progressive, O

3 4

Present progressive,
DAT
Allocutive agreement
Future
Continous present

3 3
1 2
5 16
2 4

EXPLANATION
Verbal agreement, in simple past, in relation
to A
Verbal agreement, in simple past, in relation
to O
Verbal agreement, in simple past, in relation
to DAT
Verbal agreement, in present progressive, in
relation to A
Verbal agreement, in present progressive, in
relation to O
Verbal agreement, in present progressive, in
relation to DAT
Occurence of allocutive agreement
Morphological typology, future
Morphological typology, present progressive
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Example 10. Gender agreement in Pashto, personal endings in present progressive and past tense,
Waziri dialect (Brugman & David, 2014, p. 193)
1
2
3 Present
3 Past

Masc.
Fem.
Masc.
Fem.

Sg.
-ǝm(a)
-e
-i, -o

Pl.
-i
-ǝy, -oy

-Ø, -ǝ, -ay
-(ǝl)a

-ǝ(l)
-(ǝl)e

This coding captures the typological variation in syncretism between full and no agreement. For the
features Full agreement/No agreement, ‘1’/‘0’ implies that a language has agreement in all persons/
numbers, ‘0’/‘1’ implies no agreement, whereas ‘0’/‘0’ includes a number of various types of syncretism
in number/person (examples 11). The variant ‘1’/‘1’ is impossible (i.e., a language cannot have both no
and full agreement).
For this grid, the database has several shortcomings. First, for ancient Indo-European languages with
full A-agreement in both present progressive and past tense, such as Tocharian, Greek, or Latin, the
coding is representative for these categories. However, these languages, like several modern languages,
e.g., or the Indo-Aryan or Slavic branches, have complex verbal systems for marking tense, aspect, and
modality, with varying degrees of levelling in number and person endings, which the dataset does not
reflect. Much of the system complexity of ancient Indo-European languages is lost in several branches
of the modern languages (Clackson, 2007, p. 114ff.), a transformation over time which is not reflected
in the data in its current shape.
Table 11. Variants of the feature Verbal morphology: Present progressive, A (see table 10)
VARIANT
PROG:A-AGR-FULL
PROG:A-Gender-AGR
PROG:NO-A-AGR

DESCRIPTION
In present progressive: does the verb crossreference the agent in all
persons /numbers?
In present progressive, does the verb agree in gender with the subject
of a transitive verb?
In present progressive: does the verb not crossreference the agent on
the verb at all (e.g., Swedish)

Example 11. Coding patterns and paradigms for A-agreement patterns (table 11), default paradigm of
present progressive, in Tocharian A, Gothic, and Swedish
Full agreement
No agreement

Sg.

Pl.
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1
2
3
1
2
3

1
0
Tocharian A pälk- ‘shine’
(Krause & Thomas, 1960, p. 262)
pälkäm
pälkät
pälkäṣ
pälkmäs
pälkäc
pälkiñc

0
0
Gothic bindan ‘bind’
(Bammesberger, 1986, p. 34)
binda
bindis
bindiþ
bindam
bindiþ
bindand

0
1
Swedish
sitta ‘sit’
sitter
sitter
sitter
sitter
sitter
sitter
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The grid Tense has two features (see table 10), which aim at capturing the typological profile of the
tenses present progressive and future. The alternatives are fusional typology or a construction with an
auxiliary (isolating).

§5. Alignment
With alignment we have a scenario where we want the coding to reflect a complex diversity both in
synchrony and diachrony. Coding of alignment refers to properties of grammatical relations and how
languages mark S, A, and O. There are several available systems that could be used for defining an
alignment matrix, both theoretically (Bickel, 2011; R. M. W. Dixon, 1994; Robert M. W. Dixon, 2010a),
as well as by definitions in other databases, e.g., WALS or AUTOTYP (Bickel & Nichols, 2002a; Dryer
& Haspelmath, 2013). We have, also accounting for the diachronic dimension (Bauer, 2000), selected a
model that aims at describing various aspects of accusative, active, and ergative marking, starting from
the core arguments. We define four correlations, A=O, A=Sa, O=So, and Sa=So (Robert M. W. Dixon,
2010b, p. 126ff.), for describing the coding relations of A, S, and O with verbs of various transitivity
(intransitive, transitive) or semantic (active/stative) types (Sa/So) (see table 12). These correlations are
tested for differences in marking related to the word class of the first argument (noun/pronoun) and the
tense of the verbal predicate (present progressive/ past tense). A second coding variant tests alignment
properties with verbs, targeting marking differences in verbal agreement with reference to S, A, and O.
Table 12. Basic type correlations for alignment systems and evaluation of the outcome
Variant
A=O?

A=Sa?

O=So?

Sa=So?

Questionnaire principle (for marking of A, S, and O)
a) In x (verbal tense), is the y (noun/pronoun) form for A the
same as for O? I.e.: Does the first argument look the same
when it is subject of a transitive clause and when it is object of
a transitive clause?
a) In x (verbal tense), is the y (noun/pronoun) form for A the
same as for Sa? I.e.: Does the first argument look the same
when it is subject of a transitive clause and when it is subject
of an agentive intransitive verb such as “work” or “dance”?
a) In x (verbal tense), is the y (noun/pronoun) form for O the
same as for So? I.e.: Does the first argument look the same
when it is object of a transitive clause and when it is subject of
an unaccusative verb such as “fall” or “die”?
a) In x (verbal tense), is the y (noun/pronoun) form for Sa
(subject of e.g., “work”) the same as for So (subject of e.g.,
“fall” or “die”)? I.e.: The language does not have a split
between stative and active intransitive verbs.

Evaluation
1=No S/A vs O
distinction
0=all other types
1=Accusative
1=Active
0=Ergative
1=Active
1=Ergative
0=Accusative
1=Accusative
1=Ergative
0=Active

Table 13. Model for coding of basic alignment types against word class and tense
Matrix
A=O?
A=Sa?
O=So?
Sa=So?

→

Word class of first argument
Noun
Pronoun

→

Tense
Present progressive
Simple past
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Table 14. The testing principle of alignment types against word class and tense
FEATURE
Compare PROG-PAST
Noun: Present Progressive
Noun: Simple Past
Pronoun: Present Progressive
Pronoun: Simple Past
Reflexive pronoun in transitive
clause
Verb: Present Progressive
Verb: Simple Past

DESCRIPTION
What is the marking relation between subject and object in
present progressive and simple past?
In present progressive: how is the marking of subject and object
of nouns realized?
In simple past: how is the marking of subject and object of
nouns realized?
In present progressive: how is the marking of subject and object
of pronouns realized?
In present progressive: how is the marking of subject and object
of pronouns realized?
What is the alignment of reflexive pronouns?
In present progressive, how is alignment realized on the verb?
In simple past, how is alignment realized on the verb?

Table 15. Variants of the feature Noun: Present progressive (see table 14)
VARIANT
N:PROG:A=O?

N:PROG:A=Sa?

N:PROG:O=So?

N:PROG:Sa=So?

DESCRIPTION
In present progressive: Is the noun form for A the same as for O? I.e.: Does the
noun look the same when it is subject of a transitive clause and when it is object
of a transitive clause?
In present progressive:Is the noun form for A the same as for Sa? I.e.: Does the
noun look the same when it is subject of a transitive clause and when it is
subject of an agentive intransitive verb such as “work” or “dance”?
In present progressive: Is the noun form for O the same as for So? I.e.: Does the
noun look the same when it is object of a transitive clause and when it is subject
of an unaccusative verb such as “fall” or “die”?
In present progressive: does a noun bear the same case form when it is Sa
(subject of e.g., “work”) or So (subject of e.g., “fall” or “die”)? I.e.: The language
does not have a split between stative and active intransitive verbs.

The strings of ‘1’ and ‘0’, representing different alignment types, such as accusative, tripartite, ergative,
active, or no case marking for an individual feature then come out diverging in individual languages,
depending on deviations due to word class of the first argument, and tense of the verbal core. Table 16
gives an overview of how this divergence comes out in various languages for the feature “Noun: Present
Progressive”. The feature captures how alignment is coded on nouns in present progressive tense, with
5 possible coding patterns present in the data. The pattern ‘1’, ‘1’, ‘1’, ‘1’ (table 16, type b), found in,
among others, Swedish and French, implies that the language has no alignment coding (ex. 13).
Nominative-accusative coding, as in Sanskrit, Gothic, Latin, Icelandic etc, is very frequent in the data,
in particular among the ancient languages (ex. 12). Tripartite, ergative, and active codings occur as well
(14-16). If we compare the results of this table with the WALS, coding 98A: Alignment of case marking
of full noun phrases (Comrie, 2013), the current coding captures a more detailed level of granularity
(note however that there are great discrepancies in language coverage between WALS and DiACL for
this specific feature).
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Table 16. Samples of coding variants for the alignment feature Noun: Present Progressive (N.B.: the
list of languages is not complete).
Type A=O? A=Sa? O=So? Sa=So? Example languages
a)

0

1

0

1

b)

1

1

1

1

c)
d)
e)

0
0
0

0
0
1

0
1
1

1
1
0

Sanskrit, Gothic, Latin, Irish, Icelandic,
Tocharian, Lithuanian, Luwian
Swedish, Danish, French, Kurdish,
Breton
Nepali, Assamese
Kabardian, Kryz, Khwarshi
Laz, Lezgian

Alignment
type
accusative
no case
marking
tripartite
ergative
active

Example (12). Coding type a) (nominative-accusative): Tocharian B (PK.AS.18B a4)
ṣāmani
aśiyanaṃts pelaikne
aksaske-ṃ
monk/NOM.PL
nun/GEN.PL Law/OBL.SG teach/3PL.PRS-CL.3PL
“the monks teach the Law to the nuns”
Example (13). Coding type b) (no alignment), with noun, present progressive: Swedish
flick-an
klapp-ar
girl-DEF.SG strike-PRS.3SG
“the girl strikes a dog”

en
INDEF

hund
dog

Example (14). Coding type d) (ergative), with noun, present progressive: Kabardian
Example (14a) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 34)
He-r
ø-š'ə-ɬə-ø
dog-ABS
S3SG-LOC-lie-PRES
“The dog is lying”
Example (14b) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 80)
Q’ardenə-r ma-že-ø
Kardan-ABS S3SG-run-PRES
“Kardan is running”
Example (14c) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 82)
Ljenske-m
tχəɬə-r
ø-je-tχ-ø
Lensky-ERG book-ABS
O3SG-S3SG-write-PRES
“Lensky is writing the book”
Example (14d) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 82)
Ljenske-r
me-laz'e-ø
Lensky-ABS S3SG-work-PRES
“Lensky is working”
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Example (14e) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 152)
Fəzə-m
blənə-r
ø-je-le-ø
woman-ERG wall-ABS
O3SG-S3SG-paint-PRES
“The woman is painting the wall”
Example (14f) (Kumachov & Vamling, 2009, p. 152)
Fəzə-r
ma-le-ø
woman-ABS S3SG-paint-PRES
“The woman is painting (engaged in painting)”

§6. Advices for usage
The current dataset is available open access and an xml-file with the entire dataset can be retrieved via
the DiACL homepage via the dataset URL https://diacl.ht.lu.se/TypoGrid/Index?area=550, next to
Typological Grid – Index Eurasia. By following the hierarchical structure from Grid to Feature to
Variant, the values for each variant can be viewed on a map. Data points for individual languages can
be reached by clicking the language icons on the map. By clicking the values, the source of the datapoint
can be reached. Datasets for individual languages can also be retrieved via the languages, which can be
searched under the tab Language.
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